
Die Wiener Magische Schule
Text by Magic Christian with foreword by Hanno Rhomberg

Austria full of magic 
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ist destinations in the world. On from culturally important 
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impressive Austrian landscapes: There is something for 

everyone. 

The Austrian capital Vienna is one of the safest, cleanest 
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mous museums, and its world-famous classic music scene. 

Austria’s „Second City“ Graz is situated in a picturesque 

Mediterranean-like landscape and known for its contem-

porary art scene. 
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place of Mozart and of course as setting of the movie 
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scenery.
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of Bodensee. Follow our links for further information: 
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Austria has also a rich history regarding the magical scene. 

From the glorious past to a very active scene nowadays. 

If you plan to visit Austria and want to explore its magical 

scene, I hope you will find some inspiration on the follow-

ing pages. Don’t hesitate to contact us, if any further ques-

tions arise. We are happy to assist you!
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professional magazine “Aladin” and organises an interna-

tional congress every second year.
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But now let us listen to Austria’s most famous magician, 

multiple FISM winner in manipulation: Magic Christian. 
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the art of magic, I heard the legendary words “Die Wiener 

Magische Schule” for the first time. Reg. Rat 
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8!2A��;!&£'8, Anton �;<89! Dr. 
�!8;3£31'@ and �,!8£@ 	6'82@ – for me accomplished 

masters of the art – wallowed in memories of the masters 
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Valentino �8!A-!&'-, �W����!8';;', Chevalier Ernst Thorn, 

Fu Man Chu und Okito, �<9;@, �!29 Trunk, Rolf �!29'2 

and many more. Ever since it never ceased to amaze me to 

hear of these doyens of the art of magic, who made Vienna 

a centre of the magical world. 

I am afraid there is far too little space in this article to hon-

our all of them. But one thing they all had in common: An 
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fect it had on the audience. Without an audience left in 
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exist. It is the reaction of the audience, that elevates simple 

trick to the “realm of magic”.
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Hofzinser having the Viennese audience lying at his feet for 

many decades to come.Magic Christian
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